TEAMS COMMENTARY SERIES

Medieval Institute Publications publishes the Commentary Series in partnership with the Teaching Association for Medieval Studies (TEAMS).

TEAMS was originally founded as a committee of the Medieval Academy of America to develop new ways to support the teaching activities of its members. It was later reorganized as an independent nonprofit educational corporation whose mission continues to be the support of teaching in medieval studies at the undergraduate, secondary and elementary school level through the provision of resources and the sharing of techniques.

Proposals Welcome
The Commentary Series is designed for classroom use with a goal to make available to teachers and students useful examples of the vast tradition of medieval commentary on sacred scripture. The series includes English translations of works written in a number of medieval languages and from various centuries and religious traditions. The series focuses on treatises which have relevance to the many fields of medieval studies, including theories of allegory and literature, history of art, music, spirituality and political thought. The editions include short introductions which set the context and suggest the importance of each work.

Further Information
Proposals or completed manuscripts to be considered for publication should be sent to Tyler Cloherty (tylercloherty44@gmail.com), acquisitions editor for the series, or to the series editor, E. Ann Matter (amatter@sas.upenn.edu), emerita, University of Pennsylvania.

Publishing with MIP
MIP’s series use literary, historical, and material sources and employ innovative and interdisciplinary approaches to explore what it has meant to be human through the ages. Focusing on the late antique, medieval, and early modern periods, our publications explore such topics as popular culture; the human experience; media, materiality, and otherness; literature and literary culture; art, music, and drama; and religion and spirituality.

MIP offers rapid turn-around times, the newest digital policies, and global distribution. TEAMS books can be purchased through our distributor, ISD (isdistribution.com).
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NEW BOOKS IN THE SERIES
Carolingian Commentaries on the Apocalypse by Theodulf and Smaragdus, ed. and trans. Francis X. Gumerlock (2019)